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SESSIONAL PAPER No. 1 iW 1963 

ll',;TRODUCTION 

The Gove:~nmei:t oE Ken.ya welcomes the Reporr of the Ir.ter
r:ational Baak Missioc1 which was organized 1:1 1961 at t:Je 
Government's request in o::de::- to prn<de iuidance in the preparation 
of the next development programme. The Report has been rece!veC: 
at a \'cry opportune time, ior not o:ily ls the GoveromerJ preparir:g 
a developme:1t for a further period of years, but constitutional 
changes are r.ecessftating a substantial reorgar,_izafon of the Govern
ment. The Report wilt therefore be :aker. carefuliy into conside-ration, 
in the con~ext 0£ borh ::he new organization of government and the 
next deve~opmem plan. 

2. The Government accept:, the general ap_p:oach of the ?vfisslon 
to the prot::ems of economiG cievelopment in Kenya. It no~es that 
the broad a:;signme:1t of develop;nen~ prioritles by the Mission cor
responds clo:.-:ely to the Oove_m:men".:'s ov,m approach to and exe:::ution 
of developmem projects during the past six years; and it notes 
\Vith gratification thr:- c-0r:1ment of the M;sswrc that Kenya now s.tart.s 
frm:1 a sl~!:tation of great advantage, in that so rnuch has been doc1e 
and tha't ,some services are o~ a standard equal ato the best in Africa. 

3. However, it shodd Oe st:-cssed at the outset, as the Report 
i~self emphasizes continually, that economic development in Kenya 
during the next few years wiU depend critically on the p::-ovisicn 
0f external assistan:::e. It will be neces;;ary for the Gover::;1:nent to 
raise some £29 n:illion from overseas during the next .four years in. 
order to com,,,ete the £56 million _programme pzoposed by the 
:Mission. l'Jany of the most promising projects, includ.:ng those 
e.ssenti~1 to the balance of the Prog:arnroe. are included in the 
portion still to be fi::umced. The Gov,ernment siresses that borrowing 
on this scale, especially given the present requirements of overseas 
aid agencies, presents a formidable task. The success of the Develop
ment Programme will depend t-:ot or:ly on careful planning and 
execution by the Government, but also on the ability and willing
ness of the overseas aid agenc:,~s to make- development fonds avail~ 
able on terms which fit the needs of the col!rttry. 

!-PROGRAMME FOR ECONOMK DEVELOPMENT (Chapter 3) 
4. The Government endorses the view of t.h.e Mission that the 

private sector is too large to aHow dirninish.ing activi,ty in that sector 
to be balanced by exrnnsion of the public sectm. Private investmcct, 
botb f::-om overseas and domestic sources, has a majo:: role to play 
in the development of Kenya. The Government therefore considers 
that one of its own tasks dt>ring the next planning period lies in 
creating coadtt:on::: and. providing ser,.,!ccs and assistance desig:ied 
to e.:1courage private inves:rnenL As the 1vlis.sion suggests, the time 
is not ripe, nor arc the resources av:ulab1e, for the Government to 
extend further its role ln production, although the Government hupe.s 
to assist with the provision of capital for indastrial and agricultural 
development in the- private sector. The Government agrees that its 
most rewa:ding ro~e Curing the next fa\V years lies in pi;":;nning for 
the pu'biic sector, while pursuing the policies £oi he;::.Itby gro\vth i::1 
the priv2.te sector and developing a ba:2nced economy. 
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5. The :rv1ission by implication endorses a large part of the 
Government's planning machinery, under which planning is the 
responsibility of the Minister for Economic Planning and a Develop
ment Committee of which he is Chairman, and which consists of 
Ministers with economic portfolios. The Government notes tbe view 
of the Mission on the establishment of a planning commission. It 
believes however that assistance to and co-ordination with the private 
sector, as well as planning for the public sector, can be greatly 
assisted by the recently established Planning and Development 
Advisory Commission, which includes members drawn from out
side Government and is advisory to the Minister for Economic 
Planning. 

6. Tbe Government shares the view of the Mission that develop
ment planning should continue to be the responsibility of a minister 
with a central or co-ordinating role in Government and that, 
wherever the planning organization is located, constant and close 
contact with the Ministry of Finance is essential. Steps have been 
taken to associate the Director of Economics and Statistics more 
closely with the work of ptann.lng and some strengthening of the 
Development Planning Division bas been carried out. Further con
sideration will be given to the organization of planning staff in all 
ministries. 

7. The Government is aware that the scarcity of resources for 
development makes it imperative that capital investment in the ser
vices operated by the E.A.C.S.O. must be integrated with the Govern
ment's development programme. Consequently, the Government 
agrees that there should be more consultation and co-ordination with 
E.A.C.S.O. in the field of planning and will work towards this end. 

8. The Government endorses the view that the main emphasis 
should be placed on measures to improve production rather than 
on welfare projects; this has, ln fact, been a part of Government 
planning policy. It is agreed that unproductive relief works are 
undesirable. The Governn1ent believes, however, that sound develop
ment projects in themselves create considerable employment and that 
there is room within a development programme to choose projects 
which will make substantial contributions both to the immediate 
problem of unemployment and the long-run need for economic 
growth. The need to reduce the costs of individual projects is fully 
appreciated, and designs and standards are continually under review. 

9. The Governmerut accepts the general scale and broad uutli-ne 
of the development programme proposed by the Mission, and in 
particular endorses the emphasis on increasing production and 
revenue by developing African cash agriculture and training Africans 
to assume a greater role in the economy. The Government is aware 
that a large element ,in 1the programme is rmore correctly designated 
as reconstruction rather than development, and that this entails cer
tain dangers. In general the broad balance of allocation of resources 
between competing sectors is acceptable, but it will be necessary to 
maintain an extremely flexible approach to development priorities 
due to both the transitional nature of the economy and the almost 
overwhelming dependence of the programme on external assistance. 
The present indications are that the Government will have the 
greatest difficulty in raising as much capital abroad as the Mission 
suggests is necessary to finance the programme. 
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10. The heavy dependence of the programme on external finance Page 39. 
will require a new approach to the organization of external aid, 
both by the Government and many of the external aid agencies. A 
high proportion of the balance to be financed-probably over three
quarters-will represent local cost expenditure. Much of it also repre-
sents expenditure on small projects of a kind which are not at present 
acceptable to external agencies. If there is to be any hope at all 
of financing a programme of this size and nature, it will be essential 
for many external aid agencies to broaden and relax their rules and 
practices as to the financing of local costs; and also to make avail-
able some finance for programme support as opposed to project 
aid. At the same time the Government recognizes its own responsi-
bilities for raising internal as well as external finance, and will ener-
getically pursue all approaches which are possible within the frame-
work of the East African Common Market and the East African 
monetary system. The Government notes that 37 per cent of the 
finance for the Programme will be required for the Land Settlement 
schemes. As this finance has already been negotiated, the balance 

1 
of the Programme still to be financed from extCrnal sources repre-
sents a very high proportion (82 per cent) of that part of the Page 4L 
Programme not devoted to settlement. The Government strongly 
endorses the view of the Mission that it should seek loans at low 
rates of interest repayable over extended periods to conform with 
the nature of the returns from its development projects. 

U-AGRICULTIUIRE (Chapter 4) 

Role of Agriculture 

1 I. Tbe Government fully supports the position taken by the 
Mission that the agricultural sector ls of pre-eminent importance to 
the economy of Kenya and that the economic development of the 
country will largely depend upon progress in that sector. Increased 
output of primary products, which in Kenya means largely agricul
tural produce, vvill have to provide the energy for the expansion of 
other sectors. It is clear, therefore, that agriculture must be accorded 
the highest priority in tbe allocation of both technical and financial 
resources within Kenya's Development Programme. 

Development of Farming 

]. 12. The Government has placed its emphasis on the development Page 52. 
of farming on_ the lands of high potential in the former African 
(Non-Scheduled) areas of Kenya, and has been supported in this by 
ihe Report. Five-sixtbs of the high-potential land in Kenya lies in 
these areas and they offer the best prospects for high returns on Pago 50_ 
cc.pita! investment in agriculture. Development has been pursued 
on the basis originally set out in the Swynnerton Plan, which was 
primarily concerned with land consolidation and the development 
of small, mixed farms growing cash crops as part of a crop pro-
gramme planned by the Ministry of Agriculture. The Mission 
endorses this policy, but recognizes, as does the Government, that 
some changes are necessary in the Swynnerton Plan, chiefly due 
to changing market conditions for crops, espscially coffee and 
pyrethrum. The Government is now considering a new national 
cash crops policy to meet the needs arising from these new condi-
tions. Nevertheless, the basic tenet of the Swynnerton Plan, which 
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was the consolidation of .fragmented agricultural holdings, continues 
to be of primary importance and is a prerequisite for the successful 
expansion and improvement of agriculture on a smallholding basis. 

13. The Government supports the Mission in placing great im
portance on the provision of piped water supplies, especially in rural 
areas. The Mission's allocation of £600,000 over four years for these 
supplies was made on the basis that the available resources could 
support no more, although there are useful and viable schemes which 
could absorb a considerably greater amount of funds. The Gove.m
ment must poirrt out, however, that a number of schemes could be 
self-financing, and on that ground could attract additional outside 
finance which mlght not be available for other projects. In so far 
as this is the case, it may become both possible and desirable to 
devote more funds to piped water schemes. The Mission's alloca
tion will be required largely for normal expansion of existing town
ship supplies. The demand for new water supplies will therefore have 
to be met by additional allocations where this is feasible. 

14. The Government agrees with the Report that the develop
ment 0£ lands of medium and low potential does not offer attrac
tive possibilities for immediate and substantial returns on capital 
investment. Nevertheless, these regions, if they remaii;i undeveloped, 
will become a heavy burden on the economy, and, as the Mission 
recognizes, there are compelling social reasons necessitating their 
development. Furthermore, world IIl.arkets have recently been more 
favourable towards the produce of these lands, notably sisal and 
beef cattle. For 1these -reas·ons it is the intention of the Government 
that the lands of medium and low potential should receive greater 
emphasis in future development programmes than they have received 
in tbe past. 

15. The Mission makes three major recommendations on irriga
tion schemes. First, the Mwea Tebere scheme on the Tana River 
should be expanded by 2,000 acres. Second, the United Nations 
Special Fund preinvestment survey of the Lower Tana region should 
proceed. Third, a pilot irrigation project should be established on the 
Kano Plain. The Government bas already taken steps to implement 
the first two recommendations. In the past, difficulties over land 
acquisition have prevented action being taken on the Kano Plain, 
but now schemes in the area are being explored. 

41 

16. The critical importance -of continued large-scale farming* 
in the former Europe3-n (or Scheduled) areas is one of the recurring 
themes of the Report. The Mission points out that increasing pro
·ductivity in agriculture depends on sound land policy, including 
security of tenure, whether for Africans or non-Africans, and a 
careful concern for the economic size of farm units. The importance 
of agricultural output from large-scale farms is indicated by the fact 
that, in 1961, 78 per cent of the total farm output of £46 million 
_c2.me from farms and plaritations in the -Scheduled areas. The 
Government recognizes the importance of continued large-scale farm
ing and agrees that capital investment must be sustained in these 
areas. It further realizes. that political stability is n. requirement for 
the continued healthy development of large-scale farming. Of equal 
importance, and largely dependent on political stability, is the main
teIJ.ance of asset values, including those of livestock. 
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20. The Mission recommends that a committee be established to 
supervise overseas .fellowships for post-graduate training for top- level 
agricultural staff, particularly for research posts. 'It is nut considered 
that ·such a committee is necessary, since 'the requirement is covered 
by exdting arra-ngements under \Vhich the 'Deputy Directors of Agri
culture and Veterinary Services select candidates in light of rthe need-; 
of their depa.rtments and the controlling -restriotions imposed by the 
availability of candidates for specific -openings in schools abroad and 
the sufficiency uf funds. The Mission Zilso suggests :tha<t diploma-level 
training for agricultural sfaff be concentrated at Egerton College, the 
diploma course at Siriba Colkge being replaced by a two-year 
certificate cour,se_ However, the Government considers ttha,t if 
immediate staff needs for diploma 'holders are :to be met, both Siriba 
and Egerton will have to offer a diploma course until mid-1966, after 
which time it will be possible to concentrate this training at Egerton. 

21. The Government acknowledges 1he importance of the 
Mission's proposal to expand and equip a number of agricultural 
and veterinary insltitu:tes and ·to establish a number of demonstration t 
centres to provide 'Short courses for farmers. This is in accordance 
with the Government's own long-range plans -for agricultural educa .. 
tion. However, under the new Constitution many of ·these centres 
will be administered by the Regions, and every attemp·t will be made 
to impress upon the regional authorities 1fhe importance of these 
institutions. 

CI"op and Livestock Improvement 

22. The Government agrees -on the importance of a comprehen
sive fefltilizer policy such as is outlined by lthe ·Mission. A plan to 
subsidize .the use olf fertilizer 'ha-s been introduced and suitable 
_precautions are being taken to ensure proper use o:f fertilizer, as 
recommended. 

23. The Government is aware of the agricultural research needs 
set uut in lthe Report, but it is doubtful ,whether the suggested allo
cartion of £150,000 would be sufficient provision to cover these 
projects. 

24. T1he Mission makes several suggestions on livestock improve
ment. A scheme to clear the tsetse fly, Glossina palpalis (fuscipes), 
from the Lake Viotoria area is recommended -on both medical and 
economic grounds. Since the Mission's visit to Kenya, it has been1 
established tha:t another :tsetse fly, Glossina pallidipes, is also spread
ing human sleeping sickness in the same area and the scheme should 
be extended to include the clearance of this fly also. However, 
previous experience in the Lambwe Valley ha's demonstrated that 
tsetse fly 'clearance is not necessarily .follmved by close sebtlement, 
and therefore rthe scheme must stand or ·fall largely arr its medical 
a·dvantages. The Government is in the process o-f establishing a com
mittee <to review all aspects of :the stock breed improvement pro
gramme, as recommended by the -Mis·sion. The 'Mission suggests that 
sufficient exotic dairy 'Stock of high quality are available for the 
country's ;future breeding needs. The Governmen;t is of the opinion 
that unless major stuck 'breeders remain in Kenya and are encouraged, 
there will insufficienrt ,stock for ,the ,A!frican ,farmers who now appre
ciate the benefits to_ be derived fr.om -the posses"Sion of such animafa .. 
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The Governmen;t is concerned ,about the wastage of exotic breeding 
stook and will 'Consider what steps are necessary to reverse the present 
trend. The Report ,raise'S !the question of grazing lands management. 
The Government ha,s agreed to establish a range management section 
1o · -give overall ·guidan'ce ,to 1:he development and impr,ovemeni of 
grazing land. It is hopeful that, in association with ithe other East 
African Governments, it •may be possi'ble to attract international 
support :f.or a broad scheme of livestock development on an East 
African basis. 

Production and ,Marketing Policies 

25. The ·Governmenlt, realizing that Kenya is faced with adverse 
conditions of world trade in regard ,to many primary commodities, 
cigrees there is a need further to diversify 'ithe economy and intensify 
the exploration of ex_po.rt markets. H also agreed that ma1jor em_phasis 
should be placed on agricultural planning which has the ,object Of 

~rimpor-t saving. 

26. The Government feels that lhe present system, under which 
a section -of 1the Economics and Statistics Division of ithe Ministry ·of 
T:konomic ·Planning provides economic intelligence, market research 
and ,statistical -services for the 1Ministry of Agricuhure, is largely 
satisfactory. It agrees with the :Mfasion, 'however, that the work of 
the farm economic survey uni,t 'Should be co-ordinated- closely with 
this ·sec'tion and it intends that i't should become part o'f it. Govern~ 
ment -further intends that market :research ·covering n.gricultural 
commodities ·shall be intensified in accordance with the ,:rvHssion's 
recommendations. The Governmenlt also ·supports the Mission's 
recOrnmendation for an improvement in ithe collection of agricultural 
statistics covering small-scale farmers. 

27. The 'Mission -suppor:ts the importance ,of continued organized 
marketing, alithough advocating some modificati-ons in the sys/tern. if,t 

is a1greed 1that 'Organized marketing is needed to effect the efficient 
and profitable disposal 'Of ex_port crops, ,to ensure a stable and fair 
return to lthe producer and to ensure a sufficiency olf foodstuffs for 
the urban population. The suggested review ,of the ·statutory boards 
is at present being carried out by the Ministry of Agriculture. How
ever, it is not expected ithat any considerable pa.It uf the present 

~?-uties oarrie'd ,out -by these boards could 'OT should 'be transferred 
_-:'m the ·Ministry as suggested by 1the ,Report. Recommendations ;for 
change include ,the replacement of guaranteed minim-um returns 
financed by a crop insurance scheme by c-onlJ:ributions from Govern
meil~ and producers. The Cereals Producers Board, with considerable 
financial as·sisrtance from the brewiil'g industry, ha-s assumed financial 
liability_ for a crop insurance scheme on maize and barley. Govern
me:ritt now retains -liability for whea,t only, for which ithe in1:roduction 
of an insurance -scheme is not now c-onsidered practicable. 

·2s. The recommended amalgamation of the Uplands Factory 
With' the Kenya Meat Commission would :represent a ma,jor alteration· 
in -the present :orga,niza,tion, and -is being considered. The Government 
doe's not however -support the Mission's recommend2ttion that 
ALMO :should be absorbed by the Kenya 'Meat Commissi1on. ALM,() 
had non-commercial fundtions which are incompatible with tli.e opera
tion of 1the K,M.C., and :the absorption is further discouraged ,by 
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the pos·sibihty that AHl\lfO's commercial funotions will be transferred 
to a number .of -regional boards. Careful consideration will have to be 
given to the proposal for the abolition ·of ithe Pi,g Industry Board; 
absorption into a hvestock producers' boa-rd is one possibility. As 
recommended, the _proposal to transform ,the Kenya Co-operative 
Creameries into a public corporation will be carefully examined, 
although it has not been apparent up to 1the present that advantages 
would be derived -from the change. 

29. The ·Mission recommends thait the level ·of prices for certain 
crops should be rela,ted to farm costs at a particular level of desired 
efficiency, taking inlo account prices or trends in international markets 
where transadions are on a commercial ba·sis, The Government feels 
this proposal has merit, but would place greater stress on pro
duction ait a price level competitive in world markets, as recommended 
by the McGillivray Committee. The policy on price levels is again 
under consideration. 

Prospects for Individual ·Commodit.i.es 

30. The Governmen1t endorses the view-; of the M-ission on the 
need for Kenya 1to maintain the high quahty, and therefore good 
reputation, of her coiiee. To this end, the Governmeri•t will endeavour 
to maintain proper standards of supervision and will continue to 
support the Coffee Board in imposing penalties upon individuals and 
co-operatives whenever coffee is produced below specified standards 
of quality. In addi:tion, measures are being taken ,to ·control the 
amount and lO'cation uf new coffee plantings, as recommended. 

31. The ·Mission's recommendation ,that tea a·creage in African 
area,s be expanded by 12,300 acres to ,give a total area of 23,250 
acres by 1971 is accepted. Nursery plantings have begun and finance 
is being sought -for the 'erntire programme, ,which has a -high priority. 
A .further expansion is also under consideration. 

32. The Government agrees with the ·Mission that there is scope 
for ,the expansion of the si,sal industry. A Working Party has already 
issued its .report on the feasibility of ·sisal gro,ving on African small
holdings, and ,the Government has taken Steps ito implement it. .Private 
investors have shown considerable interest in sisal development 
Agreement has been reached with one private grower who will develop 
a nuc1eus es·ta:te and establish factories in Embu District; the factories 
will process the sisal ·of both the nucleus estate and African growers 
in the district. It is 'hoped that :further expansion along these lines 
will be ac'hie,ved through priva,te investment a:t very little cost to the 
Government and two :further similar projects are being planned. 

33. It is agreed that the future of the dairy industry, which will 
play a major part in agricultural development, depends on sound 
diversification of production, more efficient produotion at lower 'c·ost, 
the development o:f nearby markets, and East African collaboration 
on import policies. T1he Mission has recommended the adoption o'f 
a ·concise but comprehensive plan for ,the development and diversifi
ca-tion -of the industry, which was submi,tted :to the Mission by :the 
Kenya Co-operative Creameries. The Government must withhold 
judgment on ,this programme until it ha•s been submitted to careful 
examina:tion. 
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34. The development plan Of the Kenya Meart Commission Page 91. 
covering an expenditure of £557,000 has been recommended by \the 
Mission and agreed in principle by the Government. 

35. It is agreed that the wool industry -should -be ·expanded. The 
ma'j-or need is the thorough education, training and supervision o:f 
sheep tfarmers, implying a large and skilled extension staff. Before 
reaching_ a decision, 1the expense involved will be weighed against the 
probable economic returns. The Government considers, however, that 
economic wool production is more likely to be achieved -on larige
scale farms. 

36. The Government notes the views of the Mission on the Page 93. 
expansion uf sugar pro-duction. The 1Mini'suy of Agriculture is at 
present negotiating for the erection of further sugar factories and 
plans an expansion -exceeding 50,0G0 tons •orf manufactured sugar 
per annum. Opportunities for smallholder settlers are considered an 
important a-spec:t oif ,these negotiations. 

11 ti 37. The views of the Mission on maize production are being 
considered. A general inquiry into the maize industry 'has been under
taken, ,and -the Government is now considering the report. 

38. The recommended incentive scheme Ior barley production Page 95. 
has been introduced with the co-·operation of the East African 
Breweries Ltd. 

39. The Report notes that Kenya has subsidized rice consump- Page 96. 
tion in the pa'st. This subsidy is no longer in effect, and the Govern-
ment's present policy is to expand ,rice production .to a stage where 
it will meet all internal demands and provide a surplus for export. 

Forests and Fisheries Page 99. 

40. The view of the ,Mission itha;t ,K_.enya should accelerate its 
forest planting _programme is ,supported by the Government. Although 
an immediate start on an accelerated pro.gramme will not elimina:te 
an estimated ·deficit o'f 11,000,000 ·cubic .feet for East Africa by 1980, 
such a move would :substantially improve the situation. Proposals ,to 
move in this -direotion are under consideration. An increased planting 
programme will require the establishment of some fores:t produce 
jndustries, such as paper and pulp, and the Government has under 
active consideration possible establishment of 'such industries. A firm 

1 
of industrial consultants .from Ca:nada is adv'ising the Governmen't 

~ on <this development. 

41. The Government feels that 1the Mission may 'have underesti
mated ,Kenya',s potential as an exporter o'f sea!foods. However, it is 
correc't in assigning a comparatively low priorirty to the development 
of itbis export, '\Vhen agricultural exports are more promising. The 
internal demand for fis'h .is increasing slowly as traditional prejudices 
against a fish diet are breaking down. A start ha•s been made on a 
small scale to exploit the resources of Lake Rudolf to assist the 
Turkana in ·developing a cas'h economy. The domestic fis·hpond -scheme 
has continued 1.o develop and ait present :there are 'believed to _be 
more than 8,000 ponds in existence. The expansion is continuing 
without the need for any encouragement from rthe Government, but 
advisory staff are necessary if the scheme is ,to remain a -success. 
Beyond ,these developments no ooncerte-d effort to expand •the fish 
industry is being conternpfated. 
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Ill~MINING AND MANUFACTURE (Chapter 5) 

I\1ining 
42. As the Mission recommends, the Government intends to 

maintain a positive policy towards the mineral sector. The main
tenance of the staff of the Mines and Geological Department at a 
high level of technical competence has been made more difficult 
by the need for stringent economy measures throughout the Govern
ment. However, an application bas been made to the United Nations 
Special Fund for an intensive mineral survey in the Nyanza Region 
which will, i[ granted, be a step towards the active pursuit of a 
positive mineral policy. Every attempt will be made to support 
genuine prospectors within the limits imposed by the economy 
measures. 

Government Policy Towards Manufacturing 

43. The Government is fully awaie that the expansion of manu
facturing depends on the establishment of a favourable climate for 
investment. Private investment bas a major role to play in the 
economic development of Kenya, and it is Government policy to 
encourage such investment at all levels of manufacturing activity. 
It is appreciated that the resources available for development pre
clude the Government from making a significant ·entry into this 
field, nor is it considered desirable for the Government to do so. 
The Governmeri.t has no intention of nationalizing any existing indus
try. Furthermore, the new Constitution with its Bill of Rights con
tains provisions ensuring the sanctity and security of private invest
ment. These provisions will be published in concise form shortly. 

44. The Report recommends governmental assistance to encour
age the growth of local industry in order to displace imports of 
manufactured goods. Import substitution where economic is Govern
ment policy in all spheres of economic activity. The Report is not 
specific concerning measures which could or should be applied in 
the case of manufacturing industry, but the Government will con
tinue to consider what measures would be advantageous. Customs 
drawbacks are, as the Mission suggests they should be, regarded as 
an extension of general tariff policy. As suggested, the aim bas 
been to rate raw materials duty free in the tariff and not to load 
costs of production with import duties. The Mission recommends 
that drawbacks be granted only where manufacture is on a sub
stantial scale and the material on which the drawback is granted 
is a significant component of the finished product. This is the 
established policy. 

45. The Ministerial Committee of the Common Services Organiza
tion :for Commercial and industrials Co-ordina,tion reviews periodically 
industrial policy, including customs policy, thus ensuring a common 
East African approach to these problems. The I\1is:sion recommends 
that the Committee review the criteria which the Tariff Protection 
Committee uses in examining applications for protection. As these 
criteria were examined and agreed by the Governments only recently, 
it is not thought necessary to carry out a further review at this time. 
Although there is differing legislation on drawbacks in each terri
tory, there is interterritorial consultation in appropriate cases .. After 
a drawback has been granted by one territory, the others are always 
informed. 
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46. The IVIiss.ion recommends that no further classes of product Page 1 i 6· 
be subject to industrial licensing and that products subject to licens-
ing be derestrictea· as rapidly as commitments allow. Licensing is 
a matter for consideration by all three East African Governments 
and the Ministerial Committee of E.A.C.S.O. for Commercial and 
Industrial Co-ordination will be reviewing this question. It is thought 
that some form of licensing may be essential in order to secure invest-
ment and to ensure the viability of particular industries in East 
Africa. 

47. The Report suggests that the opportunity be taken to Page 118-
reorganize the Industrial Development Corporation and to make more 
capital funds available for worthwhile industrial projects. The Govern-
ment is aware of the need to encourage industrial development with 
increased capital funds, and is undertaking the formation of the 
Development Finance Company of Kenya, which will have an initial 
capital of £1.5 million. The Development Finance Company of Kenya 
will devote its resources to financing large-scale industry, while the 

i1 ~,, Indu:Strial Development Corporation will be reorganized to fill a 
new role as the developer of small industries. The Revolving Loan 
Fund for small African industrialists has recently been supplemented 
to help the Industrial Development Corporation accomplish its task, 
and further finance for the promotion of small industries is being 
sought. 

IV-TOURISM AND WILD LIFE (Chapter 6) 

Tourism 
48. The Government shares the optimism of the Report on the 

potential of the tourist industry, and has followed for many years 
a policy of enhancing and preserving Kenya's considerable tourist 
attractions. The Government agrees that tourist policy should aim 
at increasing the flow of middle-income tourists as well as catering 
for the "luxury trade". It feels that the middle-income tourist trade 
should be attracted primarily to the game parks and reserves for the 
purpose of photographing game, while the hunting safari should 
remain a high-priced, exclusive venture for the upper-income tourist. 
To popularize hunting through the lowering of licence fees would only 
result in a serious depletion of Kenya's wild life to the detriment of 
the tourist industry. 

49. The Government has, as the Report recommends, already 
embarked on an integrated, comprehensive tourist amenities pro
gramme. The basic plan is to establish several tourist circuits con
necting the attractions both in Kenya and in Northern Tanganyika 
so that a tourist can see as much as possible without retracing his 
steps. This involves road development and improvement to connect 
such points as the Kenya coast, Tsavo National Park, the Masai/ 
Amboseli Reserve, Nairobi, the Masai/Mara Reserve, the Aberdare 
mountains, etc. Concurrently, lodge capacity is being increased in 
the·· various parks and reserves, to the point where lodges can be 
run at a profit and package tours can be accommodated throughout 
the circuit. Lodge standards will be sufficiently high to provide the 
degree of comfort expected by the middle-income tourist. The 
Gov~rnments expects, as the Mission suggests, that this programme 
will ,·attract new tourists and induce private capital to enter the field. 
The ensuing chain reaction should result in. a self-developing and 
rapidlj' growing tourist industry. 
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Wild Life 

50. The Mission feels that additional measures will be needed for 
the protection of wild life if the latter is to be of continuing long
term value to the country. The Government realizes tbat Kenya's wild 
life population has been safeguarded, not so much by sufficient sanc
tuaries, but rather by t.1.e reasonab1e degree of safety outside the 
sanctuaries. However, this safeguard may be a fleeting one, and it 
will be necessary to increase the number and area of the sanctuaries. 
The Government is considering a plan for the first steps to implement 
this proposal. 

V-BASIC SERVICES (Chapter 7) 

Power 

51. The Government accepts the Mission's evaluation of the 
probable maximum demand for electrical power in the greater Nairobi 
and west Kenya areas, with some reservations having regard to the 
latest estimates o.E maximum demand prepared by the power Com
pany and to experience in other newly independent African countries. 
It agrees, however, that present capacity, when supplemented by an 
additional 15 m.w. from the Owen Falls dam, is likely to be sufficient 
to satisfy needs for ihe next four years. Nevertheless, the 15 m.w. 
addition. will bring Kenya's maxim Um take-off from the Owen Falls 
installation to 45 m.w., which will load the transmission lines to their 
maximum carrying capacity and which is the .maximum allowable 
under the exis~ing agreement with the Uganda Electricity Board. The 
Mission's forecast only covers the four years of its proposed pro
gramme, but the power company's latest forecast is that demand for 
electricity will exceed existing supp1ies, including the additional 
15 m.w. from Uganda, <luring 1967 or soon afterwards, and the com
pany has already been forced to plan additional thermal generating 
capacity to meet this new demand. In making its decision on tbe 
major hydro-electric scheme at Seven Forks on the Tana River, the 
Government must take into consideration not only the anticipated 
shortage of generating capacity in four years' time, but also the long
term nature of such a project. It is anticipated that the Seven Forks 
project would take a total of four years from the first stages of con
struction until generation can begin. Hence, if the darn is to be built 
in time 'to meet the needs of the late 1960's and avoid the wasteful 
construction of thermal generating capacity, a decision on the dam 
must be taken during the first half of the four-year planning period 
discussed by the Mission. It must also be realized, although the point 
was ignored by the Mission, that in order to satisfy electric2J needs 
after 196.7 from the Owen Falls dam or a second·Nile dam, additional 
lines have ,to be constructed at a cost exceeding the first stages of the 
Seven Forks dam. Furthermore, a high dam at Seven Forks will 
be essential to the development of extensive irrigation on the middle 
and lower Tana. The Tana Irrigation Scheme, which is now the sub
ject of a preinvestrnent survey by the United Nations Special Fund, 
may become the most important single development project in Kenya 
during the late 1960'·s and the power dam 'has been designed rto ensure 
its maximum compatability with the project. The Government, c_On
sidering these and other relevant factors, has already agreed in pd.n
ciple that Kenya should develop its own source of hydro-electric 
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accepted. This has been the policy of E.A.R. & H. and the pro
posal that such review should include the availability, cost arid 
convenience of other means of transport is endorsed as a proper 
undertaking for an economic unit of the Common Services Organiza
tion. 

56. The Mission doubts the value of both the policy of con
trolling highway transport as a means of assisting in the maintenance 
of Railway revenue and the continuance of differential rates for 
stimulating agriculture and other industry. However, in the light of 
the administrative and financial problems likely to confront the 
Kenya Government and the Common Services Organization over the 
next few years, it is unwilling to recommend early changes. 
E.A.R. & H. bas now under consideration a review of the railway 
tariff system which will eventually be considered by the three consti
tuent governments of E.A.C.S.0. 

57. The Mission is of the opinion that, because of the general 
scarcity of development finance in East Africa and because the -rate 1 

of growth in railway traffic in the next few years is rather uncertain, 
E.A.R. & H. should be especially careful in controlling ca_pital expen
diture and, whenever possible, defer replacements. The Mission does 
recognize, however, that E.A.R. & H. has in fact been prudent in 
its control of capital expenditure, and the Government feels that 
the process of deferring such expenditure may be reaching its limit. 
Hence the scope for easing the financial situation by postponing 
replacement of needed equipment is probably small. The Mission's 
recommendation that railway capacity is generally sufficient to meet 
present demands and that any expansion of the system should reflect 
clear expectations of increased traffic above the present capacity is 
accepted. It is to be noted, however, that the margin for carrying 
increased traffic, particularly in rolling stock, is rather limited. The 
Government also realizes that E.A.R. & H. will, in seeking funds for 
further development, be to some extent, though not always, in com
petition with the constituent governments in their search for develop
ment finance. Therefore every effort will be m'ade to co-ordina;te rail
ways and harbours development with the general development 
programme. 

58. The Mission thinks that a critical review should be made of 
the proposed capital expenditure programme on harbours, with a view 
towards downward revision. They further recommend that capital 
expenditure on East African harbours should be limited for the next 
few years to that required for safe operation to complete projects 
already begun so that funds already spent wil1 not be wasted, or to 
prevent excessive delays in traffic under normal operating conditions. 
These are in fact the criteria which are followed by the E.A.R. & H. 
when submitting their programme to the constituent governments. 

Civil A viatfon 

59. The Mission's recommendation that the proposed major 
extension of facilities at Nairobi Airport be deferred for the next few 
years is accepted by the Government. However, increased traffic riiay 
necessitate considerable capital expenditure which will require some 
time to plan. The recommended embarkation tax of Sh. 7.50 for 
locally embarking -passengers is being examined; its feasibility and 
potential return must be weighed against those of possibJe alteITla
tivet. · 
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East African Posts and Telecommnnications 

60. The deficits forecast by the E.A.P. & T. Administration for Page 144. 
the years 1963 to 1967 which are mentioned in the Report are largely 
due to the provision for compensation of designated officers. Other-
wise, given present trends, a reasonably satisfactory operating revenue 
is envisaged. The Mission recommends that the proposed capital 
expenditure programme of some £5.5 million for the years 1963 to 
1967 be reviewed and possibly revised downward in the light of the 
probable departure of a substantial number of current users of 
E.A.P. & T. services and the scarcity of development capital. It .is 
the Administration's policy to assess its capital budgeting needs con-
tinually. The programme referred to in the Report has been reviewed 
as suggested and reduced to approximately £4 million. 

VI-SOCIAL SERVICES AND MANPOWER (Chapter 8) 

Manpower 

61. The Government notes the Mission's view that programmes 
of training to replace expatriate staff with local staff should be 
accelerated. However, the Mission points to a continuing need for 
expatriates, especially in specialized posts, for the next few years. 
The Report underlines the inevitable competition for the limited 
supply of trained manpower as both public and private sector 
organizations increase their localization programmes. The Govern-
ment notes the danger in attempting to claim a disproportionately 
large share of the training facilities or output of trained personnel. 

62. The Mission suggests that localization should be made the 
occasion to reorganize the Civil Service with the object of reducing 
the total complement below present establishment, particularly in 
view of the country's financial situation. The Economy Commission 
Report, published in December, 1962, made concrete proposals for 
such a re'Organization and reduction, and these are being largely 
implemented by the Government. On the other hand, the provision 
in the Constitution for regional authorities will jnevitably result in 
some additions to the Public Service taking Kenya as a whole. 

Page 150, 

Page 151. 

Sector 
Summary 3. 

63. Unemployment is one of the most serious problems facing 
the Government. The lvfission's arguments that short-term unemploy- Page 152 -
ment relief measures are unlikely to achieve the desirable results and 
will detract seriously from the financial resources for development, 
are compelling. Nevertheless, the Government also realizes that short-
term considerations can have an important effect on long-range plans, 
and that relief of the unemployed may well be one of the factors 
necessary to maintain law and order, which the Mission considers so 
important for the promotion of economic development. In order to 
satisfy both the long-term and short-term needs in so far as is pos-
sible, the Government will deal with unemployment within the context 
of its Development Programme. A sound development project can 
frequently make a significant contribution to the relief of unemploy-
ment in the short term. 

64. As the Mission suggests, the Government is pursuing·a policy Page 155. 
of raising statutory minimum wages toward a family standard as 
rapidly as conditions permit. 
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Education 

65. It should be emphasized that Kenya's new Constitution 
removes the responsibility for primary and most of secondary educa~ 
tion from the Central Government, and places it in the hands of 
the regional authorities. However, because the Central Government 
will have sole power to borrow funds abroad and because investment 
in secondary education will largely depend on such funds, the Centrai 
Government will have a major share of the responsibility for 
determining priorities both within the field of secondary education 
and between projects in secondary education and other_ development 
projects. 

66. The Government notes the Mission's opinion that scarce 
resources should not be utilized in pursuing a goal of universal 
primary education when these resources are needed more urgently 
at the post-primary level. However, as both primary and secondary 
education will be the responsibility of regional authorities, it will 
fall upon them to make the necessary allocations of their resources 
between primary and secondary educa-tion. 'It should be noted that ♦ 
universal primary education is ·a popular 'goal which has acquired con
siderable momentum and which may become a compelling factor in 
the considerations of .the regional government. The Mlssio:o.'s su:gges
tion that recurrent costs of primary education be shifted progres
sively to local school districts will be implemented under the new 
Constitution, with the proviso that grants from regional authorities 
will supplement local authority revenues where necessary. 

67. The success of Kenya's long-range economic development 
depends on an increased supply of well-educated and trained Africans. 
To fill this need, the Mission places special emphasis on increas.ing 
the output of the secondary level of education, and the four-year 
programme concentrates on establishing secondary schools, increasing 
secondary teaching staff, and therefore enrolling more pupils. The 
Government subscribes to this view and also to the corollary, ex
pressed by the Mission, that the retention and expansion of expatriate 
teaching staff will be a major factor in the success of secondary educa
tion. The Government realizes the importance of the task set by the 
Mission, to maintain a local supply of non-graduate teachers at least 
equal to their present ratio to secondary pupils. 

68. The Mission, observing that further general education is 
required beyond the primary level before embarking on speci~ized 
training, recommends that a proposed network of technical secondary 
schools should not be established, but that regular secondary schools 
should add science-technical streams to their curricula. The Goven1-
ment finds difficulty in adhering to such a policy. In the :Brst place, 
education in secondary technical schools does not provide narrow 
technical training of a specific vocational character. Rather, secondary 
technical schools offer a general education, making use of the special 
scientific and technical interests and aptitudes of carefully selected 
pupils, and provide a broad basis for later specialized trajning in 
industry or in the engineering faculty of a university. Although .the 
Government is not opposed in principle to placing technical streams 
in general secondary schools, the final arrangement must be deter
mined in each case -by local circumstances and the need to ma}(e 
fullest use of expensive equipment and of scarce spedalized stiL.-lf. 
Because at least two, and preferably three, para11e1 ·technical stre8.fus 
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are necessary to ensure the full use of workshops and staff, it has 
seemed more practicable to provide this kind of education in separate 
schools. The Mission's recommendation that all secondary schools 
should have a strong science programme has been Government policy, 
and science courses are now taken by the great majority of secondary 
school pupils. 

69. The Mission includes provision for two new trade schools to 
be built by 1967. However, the Government now believes that there 
exists ample trade school capacity for some years to come, particu
larly if supplemented in certain cases by the upgrading of rural train
ing centres. VVhile the .future of trade schools rests with the Regions, 
Government policy is to link trade school courses increasing1y with 
apprenticeship programmes in industry, an arrangement consistent 
with the Mission's recommendation that the major part of vocational 
training at the secondary level be provided under the programmes 
of the Ministries, combined with those of private firms. The lVIission 
sees a need for additional training at the technician level and therefore 
supports the Government's proposals for the expansion of the Kenya 
Polytechnic. 

70. The Mission gives a low priority to the further expansion of 
university education in East Africa. It proposes that, as a general prin-
ciple, new courses of study should be started only when the cost Page 166. 
per student is less than the cost of sending students overseas to 
uniVersities. The, Government fully shares the Mission's anxieties about 
the present high cost of educating a university student in East Africa 
and is constantly searching for measures to reduce the cost. However, 
it ml.1st be recognized that the costs per student are unavoidab1y high 
in the early stages of development of any course of university study 
and will inevitably compare unfavourably with the fees charged at 
overseas universities, as these are normally far less than the full 
cost of the education provided. Furthermore, the use of this single 
criterion is not sufficient to cover all the pertinent considerations 
regarding the expansion of university education in East Africa. A 
special committee has been considering the future academic and 
firrancia1 policies of the three constituent colleges of the University of 
East Africa, and the Ivfission 's suggestions are receiving careful 
consideration. 

Health 

71. The lv[ission draws attention to the important part played by Page 170. 
local authorities in providing a network of health centres, and recom-
mends that the best way of extending both preventative and curative 
medicine into the rural areas is by continuing to assist in the construe- Sector 
tion of these centres. The Government supports this point of view, Summary 3. 
and would give even greater emphasis to a policy of active preventa-
tive and promotive medicine, as opposed to the mere acceptance of 
the sick in hospitals. In districts where rural health centre programmes 
are already well advanced, it has been demonstrated that pressure 
on hospital beds has diminished. The Government also recognizes 
that capita1 assistance for the construction of health centres must be 
followed by adequate revenues to cover the ensuing recurrent expendi-
tures. Under the new Constitution, this is a matter for the local autho-
rities, so that tbe expansion of locally provided health services will 
depend .largely on local priorities. 
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72. Pointing to the existing shortage of skilled medical personnel 
and the limited output of locally trained doctors which can be ex
pected from Makerere in the next few years, the Mission emphasizes 
the need to retain expatriate medical personnel wherever possible. The 
Government is cognizant of this need. It is agreed that the present 
rate of training of supporting medical staff should be increased, but 
additional recurrent expenditure will be necessary to pay the staff 
when trained. The disadvantages -of training -staff without adequate 
assurances that funds will be available to employ them need no 
elaboration. 

73. In view of the problem of financing the recurrent costs 
involved in any major increase in hospital facilities, the Mission's 
recommendation that no general expansion be undertaken at pre
sent is supported. The proposed capital programme of improvements 
to medical institutions is considered modest, but the resources for 
development will not allow more, and the Mission's assignment of 
priorities is considered satisfactory. Again, it will be necessary to f' 
ensure the provision of funds to meet the resulting recurring costs 
of such a _programme, and in this regard some of the Mission's 
estimates of recurrent expenditure are understated. The. suggestion that 
a strict limit be placed on the amount of housing provided for medical 
staff can only be accepted with the qualification that junior staff 
morale depends to a considerable extent on the adequacy of the hous
ing provided and the proximity of staff housing to the hospitals. 
Finally, it must be recognized that the Mission's programme, which is 
dictated at least in part by financial stringency, will at best allow 
health services to be maintained at their present level of expenditure; 
it will not enable health services to keep pace with population growth. 

Housing 

74. The Government intends to carry out the country~wide housing 
survey recommended by the Mission to determine housing needs and 
provide a basis for housing policy. Negotiations with the United 
Nations for technical assistance in carrying out the survey are in 
progress. 

75. The Mission acknm.vledges that the Central Housing Board 
plays an important role as the principal instrument of the Government 
in promoting the construction of houses by local authorities. Although 
accepting the Mission's stricture that financial allocations from pro
jects will have to be limited to avoid the diversion of resources from 
projects with higher priorities, the Government also recognizes that 
economic development in the urban areas must be accompanied by 
sound community development, including adequate housing. Tne 
Mission itself implies that its allocation of £400,000 per annum to 
housing cannot possibly meet Kenya's needs, and the Government 
must necessarily keep this allocation under constant review. 

76. The Mission advises against the attempt to meet general low
income housing needs through subsidies, although agreeing that there 
may be a role for the selective use of subsidies where important 
external economies are to be gained. The Government concurs in this 
view. 
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77. The Government strongly supports the suggestion that seU
help home building should be encomaged, and that substantial Govern
ment action is desirable to create conditions to encourage private 
investment and construction in housing. Methods of accomplishing 
these ends are being studied. 

78. The Government notes that its intention to play a more 
restricted role in the provision of housing for civil servants is sup
ported by the Mission. 

VU-MONEY AND BANKING (Chapter 9) 

79. The Mission sees no immediate need for a central bank and Page 183. 
considers that decisions on future political co-operahon in East 
Africa should come first. It nevertheless suggests that the operations 
of the East African Currency Board be developed progressively to-
wards the eventual establishment of a central bank for East Africa. 
The Government notes the view of the lVIission, but believes that the 
first step towards the establishment of a central bank may have to 
be taken in the near future. The recommendation that a Financial 
Adviser be appointed to advise the three East African Ministries of 
Finance on currency and banking matters is accepted. An expert 
report has recently been prepared on central banking for the Tanga-
nyika Government, and it will be examined by the three East African 
Governments. 

80. The l\lrission calls attention to the major roie played by com- Page 183, 
mercial banks in promoting economic activity in East Africa. Jt 
will, as the Report states, become increasingly important that arrange-
ments be made for the provision of commercial credit to African 
farmers and businessmen. The need for close collaboration between 
the banks and the public authorities is noted. Page 186. 

81. The Mission recommends the establishment of a corporation Page 187. 
to add to the agricultural credit facilities provided by the commercial 
banks and to integrate the activities of the various Government bodies 
at present dispensing agricultural credit. The Government is pre-
paring legislation to establish an Agricultural Finance Corporation on 
the lines proposed in the Report. The Land and Agricultural Bank 
will be associated with the Agricultural Finance Corporatlon, but 
will continue to operate under its own board. 

82. Noting that the Post Office Savings Bank has been a short- Page 188. 
term borrower but a long-term lender, the Mission suggests that 
future in vestments of the bank should be in shorter term securities, 
allowing greater .liquidity. The Government has been aware of this 
problem and considers this a sound recommendation, but notes the 
difficulty in following it at a time when withdrawals continue to 
exceed deposits and the funds for short-term investment are therefore 
not available. The Mission also suggests a review of the use of savings Page 18.9. 
certificates as a means of attracting small savings. A detailed investiga-
tion performed five years ago showed that the difficulties in such 
a system outweighed its advantages. However, recognizing the need 
to mobilize savings, the Government will keep this proposal under 
review, together with other techniques for mobilizing internal savings. 
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VIII~l'UllLIC JilNANCE (Chapter IO) 

The Budgetary Problem 

83. The Report projects a Budget deficit of £10 million by 
1964/65 if major changes in expenditure policy are not made. The 
Government fully subscribes to the Mission's admonition that a 
prompt and radical improvement in the budgetary situation and con
tinuing policies of financial prudence are essential to the growth of 
the economy. The Mission recommends a combined course of action 
to reduce expenditure, raise taxation and seek external assistance 
for the provision of specific services. 

84. In order to reduce expenditure, the Mission suggests a 
thorough reappraisal of Government outlays with the aim of cutting 
out non-essential items and those not supporting economic growth. 
In June, 1962, an Economy Commission was appointed to review 
recurrent expenditure and advise on what measures could be taken 
with a view to bringing the recurrent budget into early balance. The 
Commission has reported and has recommended changes which could 
result in a saving of £3 million per annum by 1965 / 66. The Govern
ment is taking steps to implement the Report. 

85. The Mission makes a number of recommendations on taxa
tion. The Government will take these into consideration together with 
the recommendations of the Fiscal Commission in framing its future 
budgetary policy. Incorporating both its recommendations and those 
of the Economy Commission, the Fiscal Commission Report fore
casts that the deficit of £10 million projected by 1964/65 can be 
redllced to £3 .1 million for all public authorities, of which the Central 
Government will have a deficit of £2.1 million. 

Local GoveI"nment 

86. The Mission favours the continued expansion of Local 
Government responsibilities and finances. It also recommends that 
an increasing proportion of receipts should come from local revenues 
rather than from the Central Government. The Government concurs 
with the Mission in these recommendations, and notes that the Fiscal 
Commission, which was also asked to make recommendations on the 
future fiscal structu.ce having regard for the framework of the new 
Constitution, has made several specific proposals to implement these 
recommendations. One of them, that graduated personal tax should 
become a source of revenue for .local authorities, was also proposed 
by the Mission. 
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